A SHORTER HISTORY OF ENGLAND
The full character of this considerable new feature in English
affairs is better described in connection with the events of the
next century, when the Irish movement, after having suffered a
final setback through the Act of Union with England (1801),
re-emerged and played a greater and greater part, especially
towards the end of the nineteenth century. For the moment it
took the form of a virtually independent legislature for Ireland,
passing in history under the general name of Grattan's Parlia-
ment.
This Irish Parliament was wholly Protestant, not only in its
membership, but in the voters who in theory returned those
members; yet it stood for a new national feeling in Ireland, and
it was characteristic of the depression through which England
was passing after the shock of the American war that the suc-
cessful Irish claim to a completely independent Parliament
was backed by an organized Irish armed force. The Ulster
Volunteers, as Protestant in personnel as the Parliament was,
demanded commercial independence, and were able to enforce
their demands, which England granted. As a consequence there
was opened a period of unexampled prosperity for Ireland, last-
ing for fifteen years, during which the population increased at
least as rapidly as that of England, remaining to the English in
the proportion of quite one to three. Ireland has an active ship-
ping; her capital of Dublin grows greater, and becomes a true
national centre with a fine public architecture which still testifies
to the spirit of the time. But all this was jealously watched by the
ruling class in England, whose spokesman was now the young
second son of the great Chatham, William Pitt.
William Pitt in this same year 1783 becomes Prime Minister
through the favour of the Kong. He is but one of many of his
class who continue, as they have in the past, to rule all English
affairs, but he is a man of eloquent address and considerable
abilities (though these have been exaggerated), and above all
continues tenacious in the strongly nationalist tradition inherited
from his father- All his energies are directed to the recovery
and extension of England and English power. William Pitt was
only in his twenty-fourth year when he was thus put at the head
of affairs; but for more than twenty years, until his somewhat
early death from drink (the vice of the gentry at that time) he
was the symbol and representative of England and, with short
intervals, the chief of her executive. He mainly acts as spokes-

